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Treating PTSD in Veterans: When and why things go wrong
and what we can do about it
Brad’s story

was delighted that Donna wanted to keep the

Brad began an apprenticeship as an electrician

baby. Brad had long yearned for his ‘own family’.

when he left school in 2000, and left the trade
before he qualified, citing difficulties with his

Brad and his younger sister grew up in a family

boss. In 2004, after spending several months

characterised by family violence, his parents

doing odd jobs, he was accepted into the Army

placing a priority on gambling and drinking

Infantry. The Army appealed to him as it offered

rather than providing adequate care and

him a long-term career path.

protection for their children.

Brad was medically discharged from the Army in

His parents divorced when he was nine and his

2016 (three years ago) after 12 years of service

sister was six years old. He does not have

and two deployments to Afghanistan. He

contact with his father and has a distant

receives a Totally and Permanently

connection with his mother. He started drinking

Incapacitated (TPI) pension for injuries received

in his early teens.

when an IED exploded on his second
deployment - he was blinded in one eye and

Up until his discharge Donna and Brad had not

sustained multiple fractures to his shoulder. Ever

spent a lot of time together, their relationship a

since the incident in 2015, he has been

whirlwind of home visits, pregnancies, long

experiencing residual pain, for which he has

distance communication and young children.

been prescribed opioids. Brad has also been

Since his discharge, their relationship has been

diagnosed with posttraumatic stress disorder

challenged by financial stressors, ‘Brad’s many

(PTSD) and Major Depression.

moods’ (Donna’s words) and endless arguments
over what Brad thinks are petty issues.

Brad joined the Army as a single man and left as
a married man, with three children under the age

In parenting his children, Brad is a proud

of ten. He met his wife Donna during home

disciplinarian. He cannot tolerate noise and

leave in 2009. They married after six months,

shouting during the children’s playtime and

when Donna was three months pregnant. Brad

becomes incensed if they do not do exactly as
he says.
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Brad has experienced panic attacks when out in

approach working for you so far?’ and with that,

public, and now avoids crowds at all costs. He

Brad knew he could not get away with his usual

does not like leaving the house and when forced

bravado.

to he becomes hyper-vigilant and aggressive
with people he believes are staring at him. Brad

It took many sessions for the psychologist to

had been seeing a psychiatrist on a monthly

convince Brad things could change, that he was

basis for several years for medication

feeling the way he was due to what has

management.

happened to him and not because of him as a
person, and that there were good evidence-

As Brad has lost several jobs due to his

based treatments for working with trauma.

aggressive behaviour towards his manager and
colleagues, they both agreed that Donna should

The psychologist introduced prolonged

increase her hours to work full time while Brad is

exposure therapy. Even though Brad attended

the primary stay at home carer.

weekly sessions, there was little reduction in
PCL- 5 scores before and after treatment, as it

As he does not sleep well, with nightmares a

was difficult to pinpoint specific index trauma to

common occurrence, Brad struggles to get out

focus treatment. Imaginal exposure was very

of bed in the mornings to ensure the kids get to

difficult for Brad to engage with as bringing up a

school. Some days Brad feels so hopeless that

particular scene was marked by triggers to a

he does not bother showering or shaving.

range of different traumatic events. EMDR was

He struggles in the role of primary care giver, in

no better in reducing symptoms.

particular with their youngest, Bella, who is
home all the time. Of all his children, Brad feels

Around this time, his drinking and opioid use

he should be better bonded with Bella. Hers was

escalates. Brad is convinced that these are the

the only birth at which he was present, however

only things he needs to help him. By day, he

there is something about her clinginess, the

limits his drinking to up to four cans of beer ‘just

pitch of her cry, which he said ‘drives me crazy’.

to take the edge off’; at night, he does not
monitor his drinking.

Worried about his anger and sullen moods
Donna convinced Brad to talk to his GP. Brad

The only other time he has ever felt a sense of

did not think he was angry, rather that he had a

‘inner peace’ was when he was serving. He

lot on his plate; however to please Donna he

enjoyed the adrenalin rush, the team spirit, the

agreed. The GP referred him to a psychologist

purpose and the containment that the Army

through the DVA gold card. Brad told the

experience offered ‘… you didn’t want for

psychologist he could not see the point of

anything, it was all there. No decisions to make,

therapy and could manage things himself; the

it’s all done for you’.

psychologist responded by asking ‘How is your
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In the last two years he’s been ‘too busy’ to see

and seems to be alcohol affected, despite his

his Army mates ‘…is it really because I don’t

denials.

have time? Or something more? Resentment

Brad knows ‘things’ are coming to a head. He

that they are still serving or shame that I couldn’t
handle it? Couldn’t handle it and ended up
banging myself up real bad.’
Brad didn’t know if he felt sad, relieved or angry
about the way his army life had ended, but he
knew he didn’t feel proud.

Current situation
Some days Brad feels so overwhelmed ‘...it’s
like everything is crashing down around me.
Sometimes I have flashbacks to my childhood
and then all this rage for what my old man did
comes spilling out.’ He has never told anybody
about this. Drinking provides him with some
relief from these emotions.
From Brad’s point of view, all of the ‘issues’
identified by Donna, his GP, the psychologist
and the psychiatrist can be put down to not
being able to ‘strike a blow’ since being
discharged from the Army.
Recently, the Department of Child Safety visited
Brad unannounced at the family home,
investigating a report from a neighbour who
thinks a child is being regularly locked out in the
backyard. The neighbour has often heard a
raised, angry male voice, slamming of doors and
the sound of a young child in the backyard
crying ‘daddy, daddy’.
The department arrange to return when Donna
is home, expressing concerns that Brad is both
unable to explain the neighbour’s observations

doesn’t know who to turn to but he feels like he
is on the cusp of possibly losing everything.
He dreads facing Donna, his GP, his
psychologist, his psychiatrist. In fact, he doesn’t
know if he feels safe with anyone, including
himself.

